reclaim our
TELL CONGRESS TO SUPPORT
THE FOR THE PEOPLE ACT (H.R. 1)

1-888-848-4824
Tell the person who answers the phone: I support the For the
People Act for a fair and functioning democracy. The bill will make
it easier to vote and get secret money out of our elections.

Corporate CEOs and the wealthiest 1% have spent decades rigging the system to
reduce our power. That has made it harder and harder to pass legislation that helps
working people and makes a real difference in our lives.
The same corporate interests that fight us at the bargaining table are stacking the
rules against us when it comes to political participation. They have put restrictions
in place that make it harder for people to vote, flooded elections with money and
weakened the rules that prevent elected officials from profiting from their public
service.
It’s gone way too far and it’s time to do something about it. Ask your member
of Congress to support the For the People Act to ensure a fair and functioning
democracy for us all.
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The for the people act will:
Make It Easier to Vote and Make Sure All Votes Count 
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Restore the Voting Rights Act
Implement automatic voter registration
Expand early voting
Protect voters from purging of voter rolls
Require states to upgrade and secure election systems
Restore voting to formerly incarcerated people of non-violent offenses
End gerrymandering



Reduce The Power of Corporate and Wealthy Donors 
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Regulate Super PACS
Requires all political organizations disclose their large/big moneyed donors
Expand “Stand by Your Ad” provisions and make sure internet disclosure rules match
the existing broadcast rules
Create a campaign finance system to increase and multiply the power of small donors
Repair the Federal Election Commission

Ensure Public Officials Work For the Public Interests
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Expand conflict of interest law
Prohibit Member of Congress from serving on for-profit boards
Require Presidential disclosure of tax returns
Limit first class travel
Overhaul the Office of Government Ethics
Create new ethical code for the Supreme Court
Strengthen oversight of lobbyist and foreign agents
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